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“Take Up the Shield of Faith” – Paul

Monday, December 16, 2019
Get ready for a gigantic I TOLD YOU SO when American women realize that, from 1620 to the day Ted Kennedy’s 1965 immigration
act kicked in, they never had it so good. — Ann Coulter
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Christian men have become incredibly wimpy. Scrolling through YouTube yesterday I paused on a portion of a
discussion between Eric Metaxes and Ann Coulter. The highly educated intellectural Metaxes aspires to channel
William F. Buckley as a pop evanjellyfish. At least that’s how he appeared in this short clip. Coulter wore the
pants in the discussion. She was schooling him on Trump and immigration.
Coulter is no fan of the fact that Trump is not delivering on his electioneering promises related to immigration. She
hasn’t hidden her disdain since the election. This earned her personal vilification from the Trumpster. She took it
like a man, thank God. Somebody’s got to fight. God’s using a skinny bleach blonde because men are wimps.
She showed utter contempt for the casino gambler Ralph Reed, a man I avoided like the plague when working the
Ron Paul campaign in Iowa in 2012. My proudest moment during that campaign was standing behind the obese
historian of neoconsertivism, Newt Gingrich, at a Reed-led “pro family” rally, and NOT having to shake his hand.
Thank you Jesus. In her YouTube diatribe with Metaxes Coulter called out evangelicals for their insane love affair
with Israel, and their failure to understand how close they are to losing everything because of LEGAL immigration.
Immigrants vote Left. They are the powerbase of the demoncrat party. Coulter, alone among big shot cornservatives it seems, understands that even Trump may lose in 2020 because the Left has planted enough immigrants in
powerful states to swing the election away from native (Christian) Americans. It is that bad.
Evanjellyfish and Catholic leadership have a death wish. They want America to die. They want pornography more
than they want virtue. When was the last time you heard a sermon linking usury to sodomy? That was a popular
idea when Europe was prepping for the industrial age. Europeans knew that both of them are sterile. Both are incapable of producing anything of real value. They are tools of the devil. We used to know that.
Now, even Christians think that interest on debt and sex outside of marriage are just peachy. All our kids and
grandkids are doing it. How could we possibly think that these things are wrong if our children are doing it. We
must get with the program. We must choose progress over regress. Those old thinkers didn’t know anything. They
hated Muslims and Indians. We know better. Muslims, Indians, Asians and Blacks are, in fact, so much better than
U.S. We need more of them to rule over us so that we can be healed — become better people.
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In her most recent column Coulter points out that it wasn't that long ago that chivalry was the cultural norm in
America. You remember the days when men opened the door for women. Men knew that the job of dying in war
fell to them. Women were too good for dirty jobs. We knew that not so long ago. We knew that it was character
and virtue that create civilizations, not identity politics and white guilt.
We still know it, but we’ve pushed this truth to the back of our minds. It is becoming as clear and threatening as
the scream of a dive bomber, however, that the Left in the English speaking world is now in the political sights of a
majority of the people. They may be too silent, but they proved last week that they are still the majority in England. The brinksmanship of Boris Johnson paid off handsomely. Now we must pray that he achieves a hard Brexit.
Trump must stop bragging about legal immigration. He is risking his own re-election. The truth is that we need at
least a ten year moratorium on all immigration. We need time to assimilate the mob we’ve already ingested. Every
Muslim must be immediately sent back to where they came from. Swearing on a Christian Bible proves nothing
with Jews and Muslims. These ideologies have long histories of lying in order to subvert majority cultures. A cursory glance at American history proves that we are Christian, not Jewish or Muslim.
Politics isn’t going to fix this problem. Christians choosing to live PUBLICLY as Christians is what will solve it.
It isn’t hate to want Jesus Christ to be King of your Nation. That’s just good and reasonable religion. That isn’t me
speaking. That’s the Bible.
Psalm 2 says, “Be wise now therefore, O ye kings: be instructed, ye judges of the earth. Serve the Lord with fear,
and rejoice with trembling. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish from the way, when his wrath is kindled
but a little. Blessed are all they that put their trust in him.”
It’s time to make a choice. Love the Sins of Sodom or the King of the Universe. There’s no middle ground.
Amen.
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